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Abstract

Deformations determined from total routhian surfaces (TRS) for the yrast
states of even-even isotopes of W, Os, and Pt are presented. The calculated de-
formations imply a number of specific features for the yrast line, resulting from
deformation changes and the alignment of specific pairs of quasipartides. The
triaxial shapes predicted from the TRS are important for determining the char-
acter of the aligning particles as well as for making a correct interpretation of the
strength of the interaction between crossing bands and the bandcrossing frequen-
cies.

1 Introduction

Whereas the ground state deformation of nuclei, and in particular its dependence on
the neutron and proton number, is well known, the same is not true for states higher up
along the yrast line, not even in well behaving rotational nuclei. However, in the last
few years, total routhian surfaces (TRS) have been calculated in a systematic way for
nuclei in several mass regions [1,2,3,4,5]. These calculations have covered not only the
yrast states up to high angular momentum, but also a large variety of non-yrast states.
They have shown that nearly all nuclei have a tendency to undergo shape changes as the
angular momentum increases or when they are excited to non-yrast states. However, the
difference between different nuclei is very large. Some nuclei keep the same deformation
up to very high spins, while others may change their deformation considerably already at
low spins in the ground band. Soft nuclei may also behave in different ways, exploiting
different degrees of freedom (/3j, 7, &+•, etc.). Due to the variable and complex ways in
which the deformation of a nucleus can change along the yrast line, detailed systematic
information about 6uch deformation changes is not generally available, although such
information has been published for a limited number of nuclei in certain mass regions,
see e.g. refs. [1,3,6,7].
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In this paper deformations calculated for the yrast states of the even-even isotopes
of W and Os with neutron number 96 < N < 108 as well as some results for even even
Pt isotopes with 102 < N < 108 will be reported. These deformations can be used for
making a few quite general statements about the structure of the yra6t line in these
nuclei, as will be discussed in some detail. ExperL tental yrast spectra give support to
the suggested yrast structure. Alternative ways oi "xplaining the yrast structure for
nuclei in the A = 170 — 180 mass region have, however, also been suggested, as will be
briefly mentioned below.
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FIGURE 1. Calculated /?j- and 7-deformations for three different rotational bands in
the A = 180 - 186 even-even Pt isotopes. For the ground band, deformations calculated
at the rotational frequencies hu = 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 MeV are shown. For
the neutron s-band (tw/i) the frequencies are hw = 0.15, 0.25 and 0.30 MeV and for the
proton s-band (A»/j) hu = 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 MeV. The frequencies have been chc«en
such that the calculated deformations should not be influenced by interactions with
other bands. Deformations for the neutron s-band of 1MPt do not appear in the figure,
because they have 7 w —30°. The arrows show the direction of increasing rotational
frequency.



In TRS calculations the pairing gap is not determined selfconsistently. Instead one
uses the BCS pairing gap for the O-quasiparticle configuration at w = 0 and makes a
prescription for how the pairing gap decreases below this value with increasing rotational
frequency. A few, slightly different, prescriptions have been used in TRS calculations,
leading to somewhat different results. In particular the calculated angular momentum
is quite sensitive to the pairing gap. The deformations are, however, less sensitive to
the pairing gap. The results to be presented here are from the same calculations as used
in refs. [6,8]. The choice of pairing gap is different from that used in ref. [1], but the
calculated deformations are very similar. Except for the choice of the pairing gap there
are no differences compared to the calculations described in ref. [1].
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FIGURE 2a. Calculated ft- and -y-deformations for the ground band and the neutron
s-band (113/2) in the A = 172 -176 (TV = 96 -100) even-even 06 isotopes. Ground band
deformations are shown for the rotational frequencies Aw = 0.00, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20
MeV and B-band deformations for the frequencies kw = 0.25, 0.30 and 0.35 MeV. For the
N = 96 and 98 isotopes unperturbed ground band deformations could not be extracted
at hw = 0.20 MeV and no ground band deformations are shown at this frequency for
these two isotopes. The arrows show the direction of increasing rotational frequency.



2 The ?t Isotopes and Different Ways of Under-
standing the Structure of the Yrast Line.

The light Pt isotopes with N < 108 all have an irregular yrast line which indicates
that at least one pair of quasiparticles align their spin below a rotational frequency
of about 400 keV. It has, however, not been possible to determine experimentally the
nature of the aligning particles, which have been suggested to be either A9/2 protons or
»i3/j neutrons or possibly a combination of the two. Bandcrossings in a large number of
rotational bands in nuclei near 1MPt can be interpreted in a qualitatively satisfactory
way both in a scenario in which the alignment of h9/2 protons plays an important role
and in a scenario which explains nearly all observed bandcrossing as being caused by the
alignment of various pairs of i13/2 neutrons. The various details of these scenarios are
carefully described in ref. [1]. A basic difference between the two scenarios is that in a
scenario in which the alignment of A9/j protons plays an important role, the deformation
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FIGURE 2b. Same as fig. 2a but for the A = 178 - 184 (N = 102 - 108) Os isotopes.
For the N = 108 isotope no well-defined s-band deformation could be determined at the
frequency Aw = 0.25 MeV.
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FIGURE 3a. Same as fig. 2a but for the .4 = 170 — 174 (N = 96 - 100) W isotopes.
For the N = 96 isotope no unperturbed ground band deformation could be determined
at hw = 0.20 MeV.
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FIGURE 3b. Same as fig. 2a but for the 4 = 176 - 182 {N = 102 - 108) W isotopes.
For the N = 108 isotope no well-defined s-band deformation could be determined at
hu> = 0.25 MeV.
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FIGURE 4. Calculated /02- and ^-deformations for the ground band and the neutron
s-band (M3/2) in the A = 172- 184 (N = 9 6 - 108) even-even Os isotopes. Deformations
are shown for the same rotational frequencies as in figs. 2a and 2b. The arrows show
the direction of increasing frequency. The ground state deformations are connected by
double lines.
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FIGURE 5. Same as fig. 4 but for the A = 170 - 182 {N = 96 - 108) W isotopes.
Deformations are shown for the same rotational frequencies as in figs. 3a and 3b.



of the nucleus has to be prolate with a value of pi comparable to that of the ground state.
In the other scenario the deformation of rotational aligned bands need to be triaxial
with 7 < 0° and 02 usually smaller than in the ground state. The deformation of both
configurations with and configurations without aligned hg,2 particles can be calculated
and the necessary approximately prolate and more triaxia! deformations respectively will
indeed show up in a consistant way, see fig. 1 for an example However, configurations
with aligned k9/2 protons will systematically have a higher energy than configurations
which only have aligned ii3/2 neutrons, and as a result configurations with aligned hg>2
protons do not appear along the yrasl line in the nuclei considered here. In fact, there
is no way one can get such configurations to become yrast with any reasonable set of
deformation and pairing gap parameters.

Theoretically, the yrast line must therefore be understood in terms of deformation
changes and alignment of other particles than kg/2 protons. This is also the scenario that
will be adopted here, and the results of cranking calculations (TR.S) will be presented
in a straight forward way and the implications for the structure of the yrast line will be
discussed. Alternative interpretations will not be discussed here. Instead, we shall just
refer to papers like ref. [1] in which other alternatives are discussed in detail.

3 Deformations Along the Yrast Line in Even-Even
W, Os, and Pt Isotopes.

Except for the ground band of the light Pt isotopes [9] with N < 100 all the light even-
even isotopes of W, Os, and Pt with N < 108 show a lot of similarities in the pattern of
how the deformation is changing along the yrast line up to frequencies of about 0.4 MeV.
Calculated deformations are shown in detail in figs. 1-5. The light Pt isotopes with
N < 100 are not included, since at low spin these nuclei have compeating triaxial and
prolate shapes, with the ground state being triaxial in 17<-1T8Pt (/32 « 0.15, 7 « -30°).
In the E-band, however, these light Pt isotopes are not much different from their lighter
isotones in Os and W. More detailed information about the light Pt isotopes can be
found in refs. [9,6,10].

It must also be made clear, that the TRS calculations are not suitable for describing
what happens in the vicinity of sharp bandcrossings, because of spurious mixings of
aligned and non-aligned configurations. For the particular nuclei discussed here, the
ground band configuration is usually only well described for frequencies up to about
0.2 MeV (for precise numbers, see the captions to figs. 1-3). Therefore, no reliable
predictions can be made for what will happen in the ground band at higher frequencies.
Important deformation changes that may take place in the upper part of the ground
band are therefore not seen in figs. 1-5. There are, however, some indications in the
TRS that in nuclei with a small ground state deformation, like the light Os isotopes, the
deformation will increase dramatically (to 02 « 0.25) just above the frequencies shown
in fig. 2a. Such a behaviour would be consistent with the shape coexistence scenario
suggested for explaining the yrast line of 1T2O6 and a few nearlying nuclei [7,11].

We shall here emphasize a few common features which may be of help for the under-
standing of the yrast spectroscopy of even-even nuclei in the A = 170 — 180 mass region.
It should be noticed that deformation changes in the ground band above hu % 0.2 MeV
are not considered below.



YRAST LINE PROPERTIES FOR LIGHT EVEN-EVEN ISOTOPES (N <
108) OF W, Os AND Pt

The ground state band

O The most deformed (in terms of /32) isotopes are those with neutron number
N = 102.

O When N decreases below 100 the 02 deformation decreases rapidly while /34

stays close to zero.

O When N increases above 102, /34 takes rapidly increasing negative values and
02 decreases slowly.

• The softest nuclei (i.e. those which show large deformation changes with
increasing rotational frequency) are those with N close to 100. including the
most deformed N — 102 isotopes.

• Both at lower (N - 96) and higher [N = 106,108) neutron numbers the nu-
clei get much stiffer and the deformation changes get relatively small. How-
ever, in the Pt isotopes all isotopes are moderately soft and show deformation
changes of comparable size.

A The soft isotopes with N = 98 - 104 show a stretching along the prolate axis
(7 % 0°) as the rotational frequency increases. At the same time 04 increases
towards less negative or positive values.

A In the more rigid isotopes with N = 96 and iV = 106,108 the deforma-
tion changes primarily in the direction of negative 7-values as the rotational
frequency increases. The changes in /?4 are usually very small.

The t13/2 neutron s-band

O At the lowest frequencies the deformations calculated for the s-band follow a
similar curve in the (02, /^J-plane as the ground state deformations, although
on the average slightly displaced towards smaller /32-values. For N > 100,
04 is more negative than in the ground state, while for N = 96 and 98, 0A is
similar to or even less negative than the ground state value.

O F° r isotopes with N % 100 or greater the s-band has a triaxial shape with
7 < 0°. The average 7-value is about -5° in W,-10° in Os and -15° in Pt.
In the lighter isotopes (in particular for N — 96, but in Os also for N = 98)
the deformation is less triaxial, approaching prolate at higher frequencies.

• The considered nuclei are on the average about as soft in the s-band as in the
ground band. However, the softness is less dependent on the neutron number
and the isotopes with N ~ 100 do not stand out as particularly soft to the
same extent as in the ground band. As a function of the proton number there
is a general tendency that the deformation changes get smaller when going
from W to Pt.



A In the heavier isotopes (N sa 100 or greater) the s-band deformation usu-
ally changes towards smaller /32-values and more negative 7-value as the
rotational frequency increases.

A In the lighter isotopes the deformation changes in the direction of positive
7-values. The /^-values decrease in W and Os but increases in the lightest
Pt isotopes.

A In all the nuclei considered here j3t changes towards more negative values as
the rotational frequency increases.

4 Consequences of the Calculated Deformations for
the Properties of the Yrast Band

If the theoretical deformations and deformation changes are correct the yrast band for
even-even nuclei must show a number of distinctive features. A few of the most striking
ones will be discussed below.

4.1 Ground band properties
Ground bands of even-even nuclei can usually be well described as a rotational band
with a variable moment of inertia parametrized as

J^Jo + Ji<»2 (1)

where w is the rotational frequency, Jo is the moment of inertia in the ground state
and Ji is a parameter, which depends on how fast the deformation and the pairing gap
changes with increasing rotational frequency. For a detailed derivation see refs. [6,12].
If the deformation is fixed, changes in the pairing gap will typically give a contribution
to Jx which in this mass region is unlikely to exceed 80 MeV~3h*. A much larger value
of J\ is therefore a clear indication for deformation changes: The larger the deformation
changes, the larger the value of J\.

Based on the ground band deformations shown for W and Os in figs. 2-5 several
qualitative statements about Jo and J\ can be made (provided that the pairing gaps
are similar in the two isotope chains, since the moment ot inertia also depends on the
pairing):

• For a given neutron number Jo must be larger for W than for Os, because the
W-isotopes are more deformed in the ground state.

• For neutron numbers between 100 and 108, Jo should remain nearly constant in
each one of the two isotope chains, since a small decrease in 02 1S compensated by
increasing negative /^-values. How Jo depends on fa and /3< is discussed in e.g.
ref. [6]. For N < 100, Jo should decrease.

• For a given neutron number between 100 and 108, J\ must be larger for Os than
for W, since the deformation changes are smaller in W.
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FIGURE 6. Experimental values for the moment of inertia parameters ,J0 and J\ in
a number of even-even Os isotopes. The parameter values have been determiner? by
fitting the moment of inertia given by eq. (1) to the experimental data for the lower
part of the ground band, thus minimizing possible perturbations originating from the
interaction with the s-band and from less regular deformation changes in the upper part
of the ground band.
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FIGURE 7. Same as fig. 6 but for a number of even-even W isotopes.

• When the neutron number increases from 98 in W and from 100 in Os to 108 J\
should decrease, since the heavier isotopes are less soft than the lighter ones. Also
when the neutron number decreases below 98 (or 100 in Os) J\ is expected to
decrease.

Figs. 6-7 show experimental values of J"o and Jy for W and Os respectively. These
values show all the features listed above, implying that there is a close agreement between
the data and the theoretical predictions.



4.2 The ground band — s-band crossing
The interaction between these bands cannot be predicted by cranking calculations, since
the two bands have different deformations in nearly all the considered nuclei. However,
some features associated with the bandcrossing can be predicted.

Since the ground band has a larger deformation than the s-band, the ground band

will have a larger moment of inertia than the s-band core (called "triaxia! g-band" in fig.

8). Consequently, the angular momentum in the ground band will increase faster with

the rotational frequency than the angular momentum carried by the s-band core. When

the aligned angular momentum, ix, is plotted, the s-band is usually used for determining

a reference angular momentum. Thi6 will then correspond to the angular momentum

of the s-band core and the aligned angular momentum of the 6-band will become nearly

frequency independent, as shown in the upper part of fig. 8. An inevitable consequence

of this choice of reference configuration is that an apparent alignment seems to take

place in the ground band. However, this alignment is not connected with the alignment

of a specific pair of quasiparticles, but is simply caused by the difference in moment

of inertia between the ground band (j^.f,.) and the triaxial core (J7i.c.) and can be

calculated as

i-apparent = {Jg.b. ~ Jt.c.)^ (2)

where one or both of the moments of inertia may depend on the rotational frequency
e.g. like in eq. (1).

When the ground band eventually is crossed by the s-band the aligned angular
momentum, ic, will take its 6-band value, which usually gives rise to a well-defined
upbendiug or backbending when ix is plotted versus the rotational frequency as shown
in fig. 8. This behavior of the aligned angular momentum — a gradual alignment
followed by a sharp alignment — is typical for many nuclei in the A = 170 — 180 mass
region and is a direct consequence of the difference in deformation between the two
crossing bands.

It should be observed that the gain in alignment associated with the backbending in

the fe-plot is not a measure of the alignment of the i13/2 nuetron pair in the s-band. It

only reflects the difference between this alignment {i3.b.) and the apparent alignment in

the ground band at the bandcrossing frequency, wc, and can be written as

igainatb.b. = is.b\Wc) — I apparent^c) (3)

The true alignment of the iis/i neutron pair has to be calculated as the difference in
angular momentum between the s-band and the triaxial core at the s-band deformation.

In many nuclei in the A — 170 —180 mass region the deformation of the ground band
is not changing in a smooth way but increases more dramatically at a certain rotational
frequency. The mechanism for this is well understood in terms of a sudden filling of
deformation driving /i8(/2 single-particle orbital with non-aligned fe9/2 quasiproton pairs
[7,11]. If the deformation change is sizable enough, as it is in many bands in e.g. the
odd Re-isotopes, it gives rise to an upbending in the aligned angular momemtum that
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FIGURE 8. Schematic figure showing, in the lower part, the total angular momentum,
/E, in the ground band and in the s-band, assuming that the ground band has a larger
moment of inertia than the s-band. The numerical values on the axes are consistent
with a prolate deformation ft = 0.25 for the ground band and a triaxial deformation
02 = 0.20, 7 = —15° for the s-band and describe approximately the situation in 180Pt.
In the figure is also included the angular momentum for the ground band configuration,
calculated at the same triaxial deformation as the s-band (the 6hort-dashed line, usually
referred to as the triaxial core in the text). The upper part of the figure shows the
aligned angular momentum, ix, obtained by using the triaxial ground band as reference
configuration.



can be very hard to distinguish from a true quasiparticle alignment, see e.g. refs. [7,13]
for details.

Estimating the interaction between the ground band and the s-band from cranking
calculations is hardly possible, since this would require that the two bands have the same
deformation. It is, however, generally believed that this interaction should be small if the
difference in deformation between the two bands is large. Estimating the bandcrossing
frequency is also hard although in this case some limits can be put: it has to be smaller
than the crossing frequency calculated at the ground band deformation (appropriate for
the crossing frequency and with the ground band pairing gap) and larger than the one
calculated at the s-band deformation (appropriate for the crossing frequency and with
the s-band pairing gap), for details see ref. (6). To do much better than this, deformation
and pairing selfconsisent calculations are needed, and special attention must be focused
on whether the bandcrossing region is appropriately described. If for example the band
interaction is small, diabatic configurations may have to be used, see ref. [14]. Direct
comparisons between crossing frequencies determined from quasiparticle diagrams at a
fixed deformation and experimental bandcrossing frequencies are never meaningful if
the crossing bands have significantly different deformations.

4.3 Properties of the yrast band above the ground band -
s-band crossing

At higher rotational frequencies, the s-band is expected to encounter additional band-
crossings. Such bandcrossings are known in many nuclei like in the Er and Yb isotopes
with neutron numbers close to 90, where the alignment of an hu/2 proton pair is well
established [15]. In the A = 170 — 180 mass region three different quasiparticle pairs
could get aligned at frequencies which are not much higher than the ground band -
s-band crossing frequency. These pairs are a proton fe»/2 pair, a proton fen/2 pair and a
second neutron t'ia/2 pair.

The proton Fermi surface lies in the bottom of the fe9/2 subshell, and therefore a
pair of fej/2 protons will align at low frequencies only if the deformation is prolate or
has 7 > 0° [lj. Such deformations are not predicted for the s-band and therefore the
alignment of an fe»/2 proton pair at low frequencies is unlikely. In the fen/2 proton
subshell, the Fermi surface lies in the upper part of the 6hell. Since also the neutron
Fermi surface lies in the upper part of the intruder subshell, both An/2 protons and i\z/2
neutrons will align at low frequencies for similar deformations, i.e. deformations with
negative 7-values and relatively small /32-values like those calculated for the neutron s-
band. At the same deformations a second neutron pair will also align at low frequencies
(low frequencies should here be understood as lower than or approximately equal to 0.4
MeV).

Since the gain in angular momentum associated with the alignment of a proton fen/2
pair or a second neutron ii3/2 pair is smaller than that associated with the alignment of
the first neutron pair at the ground band - s-band crossing, and the band interaction
in addition in general is comparatively large, calculations indicate that a backbending
or sharp upbending is unlikely to occur when either an fen/2 proton pair or a second
*is/2 neutron pair is aligning. At least in the case of fen/2 protons, deformation changes
in the bandcrossing region may smear out the bandcrossing to such an extent that it is
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FIGURE 9. The total angular momentum calculated for 180Pt is shown by the solid
lines. Calculations for the ground band (up to 7X « Bh) were made at the deformation
02 = 0.245, 7 = 0°, /34 = -0.003 and for the s-band at 02 = 0.20, 7 = -14°, 0A =
—0.025. The pairing gap was determined selfconsistently (minimization after particle
number projection) at each rotational frequency. At hu ss 0.35 MeV a second pair of
neutrons align in the s-band [AB at low frequencies] to form the configuration [ABCD],
which can be considered as the adiabatic continuation of the s-band. The dashed lines
show the angular momentum for the diabatic ground band ([-]), s-band ([AB]) and
[ABCD]-band, all calculated at the s-band deformation and with a constant pairing
gap of 0.8 MeV for neutrons and 1.0 MeV for protons. Experimental data for the yrast
line are shown as filled circles, whereas open circles show experimental points in the
continuation of the s-band below the ground band - s-band crossing.



nearly impossible to identify, see ref. [7]. This is in fair agreement with experimental
data, which show no easily identifiable irregularities in a wide frequency range above the
ground band - s-band crossing. It is therefore not possible to find conclusive evidence in
the data for any other alignments than that of a first neutron ii3/2 pair and the nature
of those irregularities that do occur in the data has not been experimentally established.
Are they due to deformation changes or due to quasiparticle alignment, and if so, what
kind of particles are aligning? Sharp second backbends reported for several bands in
1800s [16] and 1810s [17] in the frequency range 0.3-0.4 MeV are questionable. Recent
data on 181Os no longer show these backbends. Instead the bands continue smoothly to
higher frequencies [18].

Theoretical calculations, however, predict that a second pair of particles should be
fully or partially aligned in the yrast band of most even-even nuclei in the A = 170 — 180
mass region at a rotational frequency of about 0.4 MeV. In the light W-isotopes it will
be a pair of ftn/2 protons [7,19] while in the Pt-isotopes it will be a second pair of
*i3/2 neutrons [1]. In some of the Os isotopes the two pairs have been calculated to
align in a continous process [2]. However, no systematic investigation of the relative
positions of these crossings has been made as far as I know of. Results bom TRS
calculations do not give sufficient details for this purpose, since the pairing gaps are not
calculated 6elfconsistently and the gradual alignments not always easy to identify (like
in the experimental data!).

However, more elaborated calculations, like those reported in refs. [7,19] show that
in at least some nuclei the alignment of a second pair of quasi particles is needed in
order to reproduce the data. This is most easily seen if diabatic configurations [14]
are constructed through the bandcrossing. One can then directly compare the energy
spectrum calculated assuming that there is no second bandcrossing (i.e. one follows the
diabatic continuation of the s-band) with the one calculated assuming that a second pair
of quasiparticles gradually align (the adiabatic continuation of the s-band). Only under
the latter assumption can agreement with the experimental data be achieved. Results
from such calculations made for 171-mW can be found in ref. [7,19]. In these nuclei the
second pair of quasiparticles to align is an kn/2 proton pair. With increasing proton
number the h.n/2 proton crossing is moved to higher frequencies. Instead the alignment
of a second pair of i\3/2 neutrons becomes more favored as a result of the larger negative
7-values calculated for the s-band of the heavier elements. Results of calculations made
for 180Pt are shown in fig. 9. It is clearly seen that the alignment of a second neutron
pair indeed is needed in order to reproduce the data.

5 Summary

Although the nuclei in the A = 170 — 180 mass region show a lot of individual differ-
ences, almost all of them obey a common pattern of shape changes along the yrast line.
Disregarding certain details, this pattern can be summarized in a few points

• In the ground band the deformation changes in the direction of larger /32, less
negative or positive /3« and negative 7 when the rotational frequency increases.

• At the ground band - s-band crossing a major shape change takes place in the
majority of the nuclei in this mass region. At the bandcrossing frequency both



/3< and 7 axe more negative in the 6-band than in the ground band. Usually /33

is smaller in the s-band than in the ground band, although in some of the lighter
isotopes it may actually be larger.

• In the s-band the deformation changes in the direction of smaller 02 and more
negative (34 when the rotational frequency increases. In the heavier isotopes 7
gets more negative, while in the lighter isotopes it changes towards less negative
or even positive values.

o Particularly large deformation changes are calculated in the ground band for nuclei
with neutron numbers close to 100.

o Above the ground band - 6-band crossing the next pair of quasiparticles to align
is predicted to be a pair of &n/i protons or a second pair of 113/2 neutrons and not
a pair of &s/2 protons.

UNISOR is a consortium of universities, the State of Tennessee, Oak Ridge Associated Univer-
sities and Oak Ridge National Laboratory and is partially supported by them and by the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-OR00033 with Oak Ridge Associated
Universities.
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